
General SolutionsRie Mathematis Tournament 20001. Sine d = a � , substitute into the equation b = 2 + d to get b = 2 + a�  = a + .Also, substitute into 2 = d+a� 1 to get 2 = a� +a� 1, or 3 = 2a� 1. Now, sineb = a+ , we an substitute into a = 2b+  to get a = 2a+2+ , or a = �3. Sine weknow 3 = 2a� 1 from above, we substitute in to get 3 = �6� 1, or  = �19 . Thus,we �nd that a = 13 , d = 49 , and b = 29 .2. Let x be the temperature we are looking for, so x = 95 + 32. So, �45x = 32, sox = �54 � 32 =�40.3. Let x be the length of Henry's shadow in feet. Using similar triangles, we �nd that5:512 = x5 , so x = 5:512 � 5 = 1124 � 5 =5524 .4. Let x be the number of students and y be the number of non-students. We thenhave the equations x + y = 3000 and 10x + 15y = 36250. Substituting, we �nd that10(3000� y)+ 15y = 36250, or 30000� 10y+15y = 36250, so 30000+ 5y = 36250. So,5y = 6250, and y = 1250, so x =1750.5. The total number of degrees in an otagon is (8� 2) �180 = 1080. Sine the degrees areevenly distributed among the angles, the measure of one interior angle is 10808 =135 Æ.6. Pik any ard �rst, then pik the other fae-down ard.(a) 13(b) 237. p19992000 � 4471:241, and [4471:241℄ =4471.8. The time that Bobo an juggle is the number of ows times seonds. So, we get thefollowing table:ows started juggling 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11total time 64 110 141 160 165 162 154 144 126 130 132ows started juggling 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22total time 132 130 126 120 112 102 90 76 60 42 22Thus, we see that the maximum ours with 5 ows, and the total time is 165 seonds= 234 minutes.9. Let p be the prie of HMMT. So p = k � xy , where k is a onstant to be determined. Weknow that when x = 8 and y = 4 that p = 12, so, solving for k, we �nd that k = 6. So,when x = 4 and y = 8, we �nd that p = 6 � 48 =3.10. On the 12 foot sides, he needs 7 posts, and on the 20 foot sides, he needs 9 posts, so heneeds 7 + 9 + 7 + 9 = 32 total posts. Let x be the number of normal feneposts and ybe the number of strong feneposts, so x+ y = 32. To spend $70, we have the equation2x+3y = 70. Substituting, we �nd that 2(32� y)+ 3y = 70, so 64� 2y+3y = 70, and64 + y = 70, so y =6.11. Substituting, we �nd that 3+n3�n = 3, so 3 + n = 9� 3n, thus 4n = 6. So, n =32 .



12. Yes - one possible path is 4! 1! 2! 4! 5! 2! 3! 5, so the di�erene betweenthe start island and end island is 1.13. The number of rearrangements keeping 1 number in its spot and rearranging the other5 suh that none are in the right spot is 44. There are 6 numbers to �x, this gives usan answer of 44 � 6 =264.14. Feburary 26, 2000 is a Saturday. April 24, 2000 is 23 � 365+1+1+1+1+1+1 = 8401days away from April 24, 1977 (inluding the leap years). So, Feburary 26, 2000 is8401�3�31�24 = 8343 days after April 24, 1977. Now, 83437 = 1191 with a remainderof 6. So, 6 days before Saturday is Sunday.15. Notie that 36 = 729 while 54 = 625, and sine ln 5 > ln 3, it follows that 54 ln 3 < 36 ln 5,so 53�5 ln 3 < 35�3 ln5, and so by laws of logarithms, 53 ln 35 < 35 ln 53. Again applyinglaws of logarithms, it follows that ln (35)(53) < ln (53)(35). So, sine lnx is an inreasingfuntion, it follows that (35)(53) < (53)(35), and so it follows that (53)(35) is greater.One an also use the laws of exponents to redue the values to 3(54) and 5(36). Theseond is learly larger.16. Expressing the total time Joe has biked in hours leads to the equation x20+ x20+ x+214 = 1.So, x = 5. Thus, we an onstrut the diagram below, and �nd the total time that ittakes to get bak: 13 � 178 = 16 hours, or 10 minutes.
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12 mi.17. There are 7! ways to arrange those letters. However, for every distint arrangement,there are 2! � 2! = 4 total arrangements of the 2 T's and 2 N's. Therefore, the totalnumber of distint ways to arrange the letters is 7!2!2! = 1260.18. The only digits possible are 4, 6, 8, and 9. The only groups of numbers allowed keepingthe average at 5 are 8444 are 6464. There are 4 ways to arrange 8444 and 6 ways toarrange 6464 so there are only 10 ombinations to try.19. Let y be the number of oins in the hest. From the problem, we know that y � 5(mod 11), y � 3 (mod 10), and y � 0 (mod 9). Combining these gives us thaty � 423 (mod 990), so the answer is 423.20. The area of the big irle is (52)2� = 254 �. The area of the irle with diameter AB is�, and the area of the irle with diameter BC is 94�. Thus, the perentage of the bigirle that is shaded is 254 ���� 94�254 � = 25�4�925 = 1225 = 48%.21. It is lear that we an split the �gure into 12 equilateral triangles, all of whih have sidelength s. So, sine the area of one of these triangles is s2p34 , the total area is 3s2p3.



22. Aiso = Aeq2 so �A = Aeq �Aiso = 12Aeq. Also, Aeq = 42�p34 = 4p3, so �A = 2p3. Thus,the area is 2p3.23. Notie that 72k+1 � 3 (mod 4) for k 2 Z (k is an integer). Also, 71 � 7 (mod 100),72 � 49 (mod 100), 73 � 43 (mod 100), 74 � 1 (mod 100), with the yle repeatingafterwards. So, learly 7777 � 3 (mod 4), and sine the yle has period 4 (mod 100),we an onlude that 7777 � 43 (mod 100).24. If there are no empty boxes, there are 126 ways of distributing the idential andy.If there is one empty box, there are 84 ways of distributing the andy and 5 ways ofhoosing the empty box, so there are 84 � 5 = 420 ways. If there are two empty boxes,there are 36 ways of distributing the andy and 6 ombinations of assigning the emptyboxes so that they are not adjaent, so there are 36 � 6 = 216 ways. If there are threeempty boxes, there are 9 ways of distributing the andy, and only 1 way of arrangingthe empty boxes. Having four or �ve empty boxes is impossible, sine some two wouldhave to be adjaent. So, the total number of ways is 126 + 420 + 216 + 9 = 771.25. We an plae 9 points as shown, all at least 12 unit apart, but the next point must beless than 12 , so 10 points must be plaed. There is no arrangement of 10 points withdistane at least 12 . The proof of this is a simple appliation of the Pigeonhole Priniple.

26. Janet is at (5;�5) and Tim is at (7; 4). They are p85 miles apart.


